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Skydive from the Himalayas
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Trekking the Everest Base Camp.
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                Namaste

                                    We are Team On & we offer amazing holiday experience inspired by the Himalayas of Nepal, Tibet, Bhutan & India. Active-adventure or leisure-relaxed, our friendly staffs, group leaders & global business partners work passionately towards making your travel with us a mind-blowing experience. Welcome to the Himalayas! We are glad to offer you a journey of a lifetime.
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                            Destination Nepal

                            

The Himalaya country, Nepal is home to world's highest mountain, beautiful ancient cities and forest plains where tigers, great one-horned rhinoceros and other distinctive creatures roll at ease.

Nepal is considered as the most imaginative dreamland of Asia, due to its unique geographical position and latitudinal variation. In fact enchantment is everywhere for anyone in search of Shangri-La.

Kathmandu is the capital where lies its rich cultural heritage, exquisite temples and Pagodas dedicated to the Hindu & Bhuddist Gods & Goddess, many of them are also part of the world heritage.

Further, Nepal grabs attention as the ultimate destination of the world for a range of outdoor activity, which is well covered by us.
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                            Destination Bhutan

                            

Nestled in the eastern Himalayas, Bhutan is famous as  the land of Dragon, the hidden kingdom - the last Shangri-La; the land of remarkable natural beauty with a pristine and intact environment and a friendly, tradition-bound people.

It is relatively a hidden country of Asia, which allows only a limited number of keen travelers in order to preserve its unique environment and culture in its magical purity.

Explore the beauty, tradition and culture that has been preserved through centuries.
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                            Destination India

                            

We are working our way for your wonderful Experience. Please navigate to our current offerings, Trust us they are amazing!
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                            Destination Tibet

                            

Better Known as the roof of the world, Tibet rests in the northern Himalayas. It is a land of wide-open space, ancient culture, mystical Buddhist Tradition, richly decorated monasteries with an aura of Mystery. 

Tibet offers fabulous monasteries, breathtaking high-altitude treks, stunning views of the world’s highest mountains and most likeable people, you will ever meet.

Your trip will take you past the glittering turquoise lake, across huge plains dotted with tiny yaks and nomad’s tents, over high passes Decorated with colourful prayer flags, simply magical.
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                                                Why with us

                                                    
                            
We love what we do & We make Travel fun! Our values for service is simply Incomparable & and we pride ourselves....
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We believe in protecting the Himalayas and empowering its people.Your travel will make a difference...
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                                                Why holiday on Himalayas

                                                    
                            
The Himalaya is uniquely young & fascinating. Home to  Highest mountain and a source to world’s…
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Nov
                            
                                Lhasa to Kathmandu Tour via Everest Base Camp

    On Himalayas  provided us with a very personal experience, During our Trip.                            

                        

                                                
                            12
Nov
                            
                                Everest Trek with Monasteries and Sherpa Culture

    Having finally recovered from jet lag it is time to recount a fabulous trek organized by TEAM ON.
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About Us


Himalaya based Travel Company, offering Adventure Travel, Trek & Tours, Inspired by the Himalayas of Nepal | Tibet | Bhutan .

Read more
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                                P.O. Box No.:20422

Street Adress

Kupondole,Lalitpur. Nepal

Ph: +977 01 5555442

Fax:+977 01 5528420

Email: info@onhimalayas.com                            
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